International Dual Degree Programs

Special Senate Meeting
March 10, 2021

The idea is to become better informed as a faculty about the surrounding issues.

There will be follow-up discussion at the March 17 meeting with the Provost and the Vice Provost for International Affairs.
Guidelines

The meeting will focus on IDDP-related principles that would have some measure of generality and IDDP-related procedures that would have some measure of transparency.

It is not about the approval or disapproval of any one program or about past administrative oversights although it is understood that there is much to learn from particular programs and oversights.
What principles need to come into play when the University evaluates a proposed IDDP?

How might these ethical expectations for faculty be reshaped so that they become ethical expectations for the proposing unit?

What should be the principles associated with Senate engagement in the IDDP area?
Procedures

The vetting of IDDPs requires greater clarity and transparency.

It involves working with Global Cornell, the Graduate School, IRP and others to clarify the vetting sequence and to be more explicit and visible about our commitment to academic freedom and other protections that are important to the faculty.
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Speak Up   Speak Out   Speak Nicely

Two minutes maximum for your question or comment.

Make use of chat as well for questions and comments.

Soon after the meeting the chat and the audio will be posted on the agenda webpage where you can also upload questions and comments anonymously.

Stick around after 5pm for “hallway discussion” during which time chat and audio are turned off and we shoot the breeze.

This is an education event that will highlight different points of view.